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Vacuum Product

  Piab vacuum pumps/generators  based on the patented COAX® technology. It can provide you with three mes more vacuum  
flow  than  convenonal  systems, allowing  you  to increase  speed with high reliability while reducing energy consumpon. Pumps 
based on COAX® technology can operate within the feed pressure range of 0.17 to 0.60 MPa.

Improve your productivity and energi efficiency

Vacuum pumps/generators

Compact/Stackable
Compact/stackable vacuum pumps are come with integrated 
controls and special funcons, such as on/off valve, blow-off 
valve, vacuum switch, energy saving funcon etc.

Decentralized vacuum ejectors
  Decentralized vacuum ejectors are especially common in 
the   automove,   electronic/semiconductor  pick-and-place 
applicaons,  dedicated  packaging  equipment, injecon- 
molding  automaon  and unloading/loading metal forming 
machines (bending, punching and laser-cu ng).

Standard
    These are vacuum pumps of a standard (classic) design and 
range from very small chip pumps to large capacity pumps. A 
vacuum system based on COAX® technology can provide you 
with three mes more vacuum flow than convenonal systems, 
allowing   you  to  increase speed with  high  reliability  while   
reducing energy consumpon.

Chemical resistant
These vacuum pumps are Piab's tradional pumps developed 
to  be  used  within  the  chemical  industry  or  in  chemically   
aggressive environments.
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Available Materials:

- Chloroprene         - Polyurethane
- Silicone           - Ethylene Propylene (EPDM)
- Conducve Silicone      - Nitrile (NBR)
- Nitrile-PVC          - HNBR
- Thermoelasc Polyurethane

Available fi ngs:

- Fing type  : G-thread; M-thread; NPSF-thread; NPT-thread
- Fing size   : 1/2”;  1/4”;  1/8”;  3/4”;  3/8’;  5x1/8”;  5xM5; 
         M10;  M10x1.5;  M2.5;  M5
- Fing style  : Female; Male; T-slot

Thousands of sucon cups full line from 2 - 300 mm diameter in 9 materials.

SUCTION CUPS
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piGRIP
The piGRIP® is a unique configurable sucon cup concept. 
piGRIP  modular   sucon   cups   allows to choose the ideal 
combinaon of lip and bellow.

Flat Family (F) dan Flat Concave Family (FC)

High fricon sucon cup for flat surfaces and curved surfaces. 
For liing products such as cardboard, glass and metal sheets. 
The sucon cups have support cleats that prevent thin objects 
from being disfigured.

Bellows Family (B) and Mulbellows Family (BL/BX)
The  bellows  and  mulbellows  family are  suitable for height 
differences and slightly uneven or curved surfaces. 

Universal Family (U)
This family is designed for flat or slightly curved surfaces.

Oval Bellows (OB), Oval Flat (OF), Oval Concave 
(OC) Family
The oval sucon cups are suitable for handling of long and 
narrow objects and surfaces, for irregular surfaces and specially 
suited for handling of metal-sheet material.

Deep Family (D)
Used  for  curved  and  irregular   surfaces.  Can li even over 
corners and edges. Not suitable to use on flat surfaces.

For further informaon, please contact :

PT JOTAM
Tel : +62 21 451 3089          Fax : +62 21 451 5743      Email : jotam@cbn.net.id

Vacuum Pump Accessories

Vacuum Switches Vacuum Filter Regulators Valves Silencer


